
 

Science Fair Project 

Natural Disaster 

Throughout the eighth grade Earth Science curriculum, we will briefly          

discuss some natural disasters. However, there are many more that take place on             

Earth that we do not discuss. For the Science Fair, you have the option of               

researching a natural disaster and presenting your findings in the form of a tri-fold              

poster board, a model/ diagram and a written report. In addition to explaining             

what the actual natural disaster is, the following are the 7 main criteria that must               

be included in your research, poster board and written report. 

Location – Where geographically does this natural disaster occur? Explain what           

factors of this environment assist this natural disaster in occurring. Why is the             

natural disaster found here and not in other locations? 

Formation – How does the natural disaster form? What conditions are needed to             

aid in the creation or development of this natural disaster? Water? Land? Energy? 

Prevention – What steps can someone take or aid the environment in to prevent              

this natural disaster? Can you prevent this natural disaster from occurring? For            

example: Watering dry land daily/weekly to prevent wild fires? 

Safety – If there is a warning that this natural disaster is about to happen, what                

steps can you take to ensure your safety and the safety of the area? In example,                

coastal water lines retreat before a tsunami occurs. 

Recovery – Once the natural disaster occurs, what steps do people, the            

community and the environment need to rebuild the area? How long will this             

take? 

Picture / Model – Show or describe the natural disaster either by creating a              

model or showing and describing the natural disaster through actual photographs.  

Data – Collection of data from your natural disaster. Frequency in a particular             

area, cost in rebuilding, etc. 

You may include any other information, explanation or interesting facts to           

your poster and paper. Be sure to give it some “pizazz”.  


